On CS and IS programs at WOU

Computer Science Division
Western Oregon University
503 838 8480
The What – The list of degrees

- BS/BA in Computer Science
- BS/BA in Information Systems
- BS/BA in Computer Science & Mathematics (dual major)
- Applied Baccalaureate in Computer Science
- Applied Baccalaureate in Information Systems
- Master of Science in Management & Information Systems
- Master of Science in Applied Computer Science
Where – the little town Monmouth

- WOU – 150+ years old, the oldest of public schools in Oregon
- Computer Science division at WOU (503 838 8480)
  - Close to 300 majors
  - Around 100 minors
  - 7 professors
  - 5 instructors
  - 1 supporting staff
  - Recently renovated building
Why Western – so many reasons

- We focus on applied aspects of Computer Science and Information Systems over research;
- We welcome you to check out our programs and join us (no need to be admitted to the program, unlike our big brothers at the south of us 😊);
- We believe that Math and Physics are outstanding push for an individual's analytical skills; however, they should not be the main measurements – we require less math, unless you want to do more;
- We have professors teach our classes, not Tas;
- We believe many students can be outstanding ones, with just a little push 😊;
- ... ...
Some of our past students

- Jason Division -- Intel Alliance Director at EMC
- Bill Kernan – CTO of WOU
- Terry Hurley – Master’s in EE from Stanford, later received a BA degree from us, is now a manager at UPS
- Rene Chambers -- Technical Director at Symantec
- Mike Davenport – a cool army guy, an IT manager somewhere (HP, Symantec, ...)

Your questions